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Students Enrichment Sessions
The Online PPT Presentation activity in History was organised for students of Class VII in the first week of December.
Students dressed as different Mughal rulers and presented their life history with the help of PPT and all students
participated in this activity to recreate the period of history.
A dance activity on Nritya Kriya was held on December 01. The session began with Anshika Raj of VIII C welcoming
everyone with a dance performance. Through the event students learnt about and presented the meaning of dance
and the various Rasas (emotions) according to Bharata’s Natya Shastra. The dance movements were appreciated by
all.
Co-scholastic Activity for History was conducted with the Class XI students on December 03. Students gave
presentations on the Architectural Styles of South Asia including India, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and Japan. This was followed
by a discussion on the similarities and differences in the architectural style and significance of the study of architecture
from a historical point of view.
The School organised an activity on Sustainable Development Goals through Art wherein students of all classes
depicted SDGs artistically using kalamkari, madhubani, miniature, worli paintings etc. on December 03.

December 04, Class VI students participated in a Clay Modelling Activity to design Harappan seals. The students were
able to understand the most important artefacts of Indus Valley Civilization and appreciate history as a lived
experience.
As part of the BBC Young Reporter India programme an online workshop on Media Literacy was organised for Class
IX on December 06 to make them aware about the tools available for sifting fake news from facts instead of believing
and following mindlessly. It guided the students to share the information with other members of the community thus
enabling a healthy media ecosystem. The speaker was Ms. Robica Verma, a trainer with BBC Young Reporter India.
On December 06, the Geography students of Class XI participated in a Group Discussion Activity on the Need for
Innovation in Waste Management Infrastructure wherein they shared unique ideas to dispose off the waste without
hampering the environment.
The School in collaboration with EduMentor organized a webinar on Career Awareness for Class XI on December
10. The resource person was Mr. Ashish Jain, Head of the Counseling Department at EduMentor. He familiarised the
students with a wide range of opportunities for a successful career. The speaker focused on the tactics and the right
mindset to prepare for various kinds of examinations while looking for courses.
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An Inter Section Science Activity to create digital posters on Aeroponics, Hydroponics and Vertical Gardens was held
on December 16 for Class IX. The aim of the activity was to spread awareness among the students on intricacies of
cultivation, develop aesthetic sense and understand how biodiversity balances nature.
An Inter Section Hindi Theatre Presentation on Street Hawkers: An Integral Part of Society was held on December
31 for Class VII. Students played the roles of various street hawkers and highlighted their hard work and dedication
to work and ethical earning.
An Online PPT Presentation was organised for Sociology students of Class XI on December 17, on the topic ‘Diverse
Settings, Different Cultures’. All the students participated in this activity and presented their views on unique flavours
of varying cultures of India.
The Inter Section Commerce Competition for Class XI was held on December 22. It offered young minds the
opportunity to express their ideas on various topics by participating in categories such as Debate, Chitrakari and
Publicite (Ad Making). Harshveer Singh Chahal stood first in the Debate Competition and Myesha Syed excelled in
Chitrakari. The team of Pratham Bansal, Harshveer Singh Chahal, Yash Gupta and Raghav Kinger won the Ad Making
Competition with their creative exuberance.
The Activity Week was celebrated from December 20-24 wherein students of Classes III-IX and XI took part in
various literary activities including Marauder's Map, Pictionary, Spell Bee, Literary Quiz, Blackout Poetry,
Dramatization of a Poem and Slam Poetry. This is week encourages each student to participate in an activity to
showcase and hone their skills.
The Intersection Design a Scratch Project competition was organized for Class V students on December 27. Students
were asked to create a project on 'Save the Environment' using Scratch software. They participated in an online
competition and did coding for creating the thought-provoking projects including multiple sprites, different backdrops,
Text to speech, recording their own voice and pre-recorded audio.
On December 31, the School organized an interactive session for Classes VI-VIII with Col. Raman Bhatia, a CSS
alumnus. He talked about his days serving the Indian army and the challenges that he faced during his army days. The
students were also counselled with respect to the varied career opportunities available to both boys and girls post
higher secondary education in army.

Interact Club’s Initiative
The Interact Club in association with Fortis Mental Health organized webinars on Good Touch, Bad Touch for Classes
III-VI on December 4 and 6. The aim of the initiative was to enlighten students of the school about the various types
of touches they might encounter with people throughout their life.
The Club conducted a donation drive in collaboration with NPSC from November 25 - December 10. The members
made posters and shared on various online platforms to encourage maximum participation. The collected material
was donated to Goonj on December 24.
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Maths Club Activities
Students of Classes III and IV participated in an activity, ‘Measuring Things’ and measured the heights and weights of
their family members and capacity of milk mugs, water bottles etc. to comprehend the concept of measurement
practically.
Class V students were engaged in a task of recording maximum and minimum temperature for a week and calculate
the average as an interdisciplinary way of learning by doing.
Classes III-VIII prepared rap songs as part of Music-o-Math on their favourite Mathematical concept. It was an
interesting way to make them learn and enjoy Maths.
Heritage Club Activity
On January 15, the Heritage Club of the School attended SPICMACAY. The first event was the Great Masters Series
hosted by East Point School to celebrate the 125th birth anniversary of T. Chowdiah and Pt. Bhimsen Joshi's
centenary year. It began with an interaction with Shri Kamal Sabri, the renowned sarangi player followed by a
melodious sarangi music played by him. The second event was a Rendezvous Series hosted by Shri Ram Universal
School, Palava in collaboration with Anant Bajaj Foundation. A musical concert was followed by an interaction with
Dr. Manju Elangbham, a trained Indian traditional Manipuri Dancer. The history of Manipuri dance was also shared
through PPT by Dr Elangbham and he also taught a number of Manipuri classical dance steps to the attendees.
Teachers’ Skill Enhancement
The Social Studies teachers attended a webinar organised by National Museum of Natural History, New Delhi to
commemorate International Mountain Day-2021 on December 10. Dr. Jaya Prasoon, Environmental Educationist at
National Museum of Natural History gave a brief introduction and then Dr Rajib Gogoi, Scientist at Botanical Survey
of India spoke about the unique biodiversity of the North-East.
Special Assemblies
A special assembly on United Nations Human Rights Day on December 08 was conducted in all classes. Students
presented their views on human rights across the world and also recited self-composed poems. A video projection
familiarised the students about their rights and duties.
The School celebrated Christmas with a special assembly and week-long activities such as singing Christmas carols,
making holiday postcards, writing letters to Santa, decorating class boards and miniature Christmas trees.
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Student Achievements
Raghav Kinger and Pratham Bansal of XI C grabbed the first prize in Corporate Fusion, while Harshveer Singh and
Yash Gupta of XI C bagged the 2nd prize in Cryptic Hunt in the Commerce Fest of DPS, Mathura Road.
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